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The US announced its support for calls to waive intellectual-property protections at the WTO to allow for a major world boost to Covid-19 vaccine production.
US backs waiver of patents on Covid vaccines after historic policy shift
CJ Stander has posted an emotional birthday message to his wife Jean-Marie. The Munster star shared the message on Instagram, saying he couldn't wait to hold his other half and their daughter in his ...
Munster star CJ Stander sends birthday message to his wife
As if the struggle to secure its meager supplies of Covid-19 vaccines wasn’t bad enough, Africa is now having a hard time getting people to take them. Only 5.22 million people in Sub-Saharan Africa ...
China Suspicion, ‘Foreign Plot’ Fears Hamper Africa Vaccine Plan
As if the struggle to secure its meager supplies of coronavirus vaccines wasn’t bad enough, Africa is now having a hard time getting people to take them. Only 5.22 million people in ...
Africa’s vaccinations hampered by conspiracy theories, suspicion of China, fears of foreign plots
The government strongly condemned the letter, which was published on the 60th anniversary of a failed coup d'etat by generals opposed to France granting independence to Algeria.
Twenty retired French generals call for MILITARY RULE in the country
Enyimba FC and Orlando Pirates conclude their Caf Confederation Cup Group A campaign when they clash in a high-stakes match at Enyimba International Stadium on Wednesday.
Enyimba FC vs Orlando Pirates Preview: Kick-off time, TV channel, squad news
Enyimba of Aba will be without their Captain Austin Oladapo in today’s crucial CAF Confederation Cup clash against Orlando Pirates of South Africa.
CAFCC: Enyimba skipper out of crucial clash vs Orlando Pirates
G7 foreign ministers meet in London for their first face-to-face talks in more than two years on Tuesday, with calls for urgent joined-up action to tackle the most pressing global threats.
G7 pushes solidarity to tackle global threats
Enyimba of Aba go into today’s penultimate CAF Confederation Cup tie against hosts, Al Ahli Benghazi, knowing that they need at least a draw ...
Crunch day in Benghazi as Al Ahli host Enyimba
Enyimba will be without their captain Austin Oladapo in Wednesday’s crucial CAF Confederation Cup clash against Orlando Pirates of South Africa. Oladapo will miss the game through suspension after ...
CAFCC: Enyimba Captain Oladapo Out Of Crucial Clash Vs Orlando Pirates Through Suspension
Trends in the number and scope of peace operations since 2000evidence heightened international appreciation for their value incrisis-response and regional ...
Peace Operations: Trends, Progress, and Prospects
European High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs, Josep Borrell, German Foreign Affairs Minister Heiko Maas, Italy's Foreign Minister Luigi Di Maio, Britain's Foreign Secretary Dominic Ra ...
G7 mulls a message to China: the West ain't over just yet
Enyimba of Aba will be without their Captain Austin Oladapo in today’s crucial CAF Confederation Cup clash against Orlando Pirates of South Africa.
CAFCC: Enyimba Captain Oladapo Out Of Crucial Clash Against Orlando Pirates
Pastoralism has shaped livelihoods and landscapes on the African continent for millennia. Mobile livestock husbandry has generally been portrayed as an ...
Pastoralism in Africa: Past, Present and Future
The madam who lured Blessing to the landlocked West African nation of Burkina Faso with promises of a hair salon job, threatened to kill her if she tried to run away. “Nobody comes to your rescue,” ...
Growth in Burkina Faso gold mining fuels human trafficking
Foreign ministers from the Group of Seven wealthy industrialized nations gathered Tuesday in London for their first face-to-face meeting in more than two years, with the issue of whether to challenge ...
G-7 nations' diplomats meet face to face
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UN backed Jovenel Moise dictatorship of Haiti gets millions of dollars and a bonus year of oppression, death and state-sponsored terror of its people.
A call for solidarity with Haiti
The president has an imperial view of France’s place in the world yet he is level-pegging with Marine Le Pen in the polls ...
‘Restless, doomed hero’: is Macron fated to follow in Napoleon’s footsteps?
Theaters are open at limited capacity. The following list includes movies available at local theaters, and movies that are available to watch through online streaming and video on demand services ...
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